
Successful Restaurant and Cafe for Sale Auckland

For Sale
Location: Auckland
Asking: $115,000 plus stock

Type:
Hospitality-Restaurants / Hospitality-
Cafes

Contact:
Morven Li
021 1879 886 or +64 9 630 
9491

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/108292

Clyth MacLeod Business Sales
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref:
clythmacleod_73_3405 

Successful Restaurant /CafÃ© In Prime Area For The
Last 16 Years, Now The Opportunity Is Yours!
This business is a successful restaurant in a prime North Shore location. It has been operated under
the current owners for 16 years, but now the opportunity is yours! 

No, this is not a typo error, this business has been running for 16 years with the same owner and the
original menu. It is successful because it ticks all the essential boxes.

Business Highlights:

- Location, Location, Location. This business is in a prime location, situated on a busy main road with
plenty of parking at the front door.

- Cheap rent at $620 per week incl GST. This includes water, insurance, and rates.

- Long lease until 2033 which gets renewed every 3 years.

- Commercially equipped kitchen. 

- Easy for the flow of service and sufficient space for food preparation and cooking. 

- Ambient and stylish DÃ©cor providing the customers with a cozy environment to meet all their
occasions. 

- This restaurant has built a great customer database and is supported by the locals and the
community. 

- Currently operating only 5 days a week with the potential to open for 6 or 7 days per week to
increase the weekly sales of the business.

This business like many has definitely felt the effects of the pandemic however it is starting to pick up
with the restrictions being eased. The owners have advised the current sales for this business is
around $6,000 to $7,000 per week incl GST. 

Price: $115,000 + Stock 

When opportunities present themselves grab it! donâ€™t hesitate. Donâ€™t wait for something better
to come along!

Call Morven on 021 1879886
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